Arabic

SCHEDULE OF CLASSES
2014

Indiana University
1217 E. Atwater Ave.
ELEMENTARY ARABIC
Undergraduate Section: NELC-A 100/150 (10 credits)
Graduate Section: NELC-A 555 (6 credits)

Instructor: Basem Al-Raba’a (Office: Ballantine Hall 577)
Grammar: All classes meet daily 8:30 to 12:30 in Ballantine Hall 238.
Conversation: 1:30 on Tuesdays in Ballantine Hall 238
Language Table: 1 pm on Thursdays at Woodland
*Al-Kitaab fii Ta’'allum al- ‘Arabiyya, Part I, Volume 3*
*Wehr, H., Arabic-English Dictionary: The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic*

---

ELEMENTARY ARABIC
Undergraduate Section: NELC-A 100/150 (10 credits)
Graduate Section: NELC-A 555 (6 credits)

Instructor: Michael Bevers (Office: Ballantine Hall 577)
Grammar: All classes meet daily 8:30 to 12:30 in Ballantine Hall 215.
Conversation: 1:30 on Tuesdays in Ballantine Hall 215
Language Table: 1 pm on Thursdays at Woodland
*Wehr, H., Arabic-English Dictionary: The Hans Wehr Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic*
INTERMEDIATE ARABIC
Undergraduate Section: NELC-A 200/250 (10 credits)
Graduate Section: NELC-A 600/650 (6 credits)

Instructor: Shadi Bayadsy (Office: Ballantine Hall 573)
Grammar: All classes meet daily 8:30 to 12:30 in Ballantine Hall 315.
Conversation: 1:30 on Tuesdays in Ballantine Hall 315
Language Table: 1 pm on Thursdays at Woodland


---

INTERMEDIATE ARABIC
Undergraduate Section: NELC-A 200/250 (10 credits)
Graduate Section: NELC-A 600/650 (6 credits)

Instructor: Houssem Ben Lazreg (Office: Ballantine Hall 573)
Grammar: All classes meet daily 8:30 to 12:30 in Ballantine Hall 337.
Conversation: 1:30 on Tuesdays in Ballantine Hall 337
Language Table: 1 pm on Thursdays at Woodland

ADVANCED ARABIC
Undergraduate Section: NELC-A 300/350 (6 credits)
Graduate Section: NELC-A 660/670 (6 credits)

Instructor: Mohamed Ansary (Office: Ballantine Hall 577)

Grammar: All classes meet daily 8:30 to 12:30 in Sycamore Hall 006

Conversation: 1:30 on Tuesdays in Sycamore Hall 006

Language Table: 1 pm on Thursdays at Woodland
